Abstract We study the interference of C 70 fullerenes in a Talbot-Lau interferometer with a large separation between the diffraction gratings. This permits the observation of recurrences of the interference contrast both as a function of the de Broglie wavelength and in dependence of the interaction with background gases. We observe an exponential decrease of the fringe visibility with increasing background pressure and find good quantitative agreement with the predictions of decoherence theory. From this we extrapolate the limits of matter wave interferometry and conclude that the influence of collisional decoherence may be well under control in future experiments with proteins and even larger objects.
Introduction
Matter wave interferometry of small quantum objects has become an active field of research during the last decades [1] . The new field of coherent optics with large molecules is now exploring the technical and possibly fundamental limits of interferometry with quantum objects of high mass, high internal complexity and high internal excitation -i.e. with novel properties which allow to study in detail the quantum-classical transition [2, 3] .
Several challenges arise when one moves from small to large systems: At a given velocity the de Broglie wavelength λ = h/(mv) shrinks with increasing mass, and in addition it becomes increasingly difficult to slow down massive systems which have a large kinetic energy. The requirements on interferometer technology for de Broglie wavelengths in the sub-picometer range are already rather demanding. But even more important are the potential mechanisms which may lead to decoherence, that is to a loss of visibility in the interference ⋆ present address: Fachbereich Physik, Universität Konstanz, D-78457 Konstanz pattern due to the coupling of the quantum system to its environment (see e.g. [4, 5] ).
The investigation of this apparent loss of quantum properties has become an important corner stone of modern quantum physics -not only due to its fundamental role in mesoscopic physics and its importance for the understanding of the quantum-classical transition, but also because of its potential impact on emerging quantum technologies, such as quantum computers.
Any increase in size and complexity generally opens new decoherence channels, and for large molecules one can think of many interactions with the environment, either by scattered radiation [6] , by collisions with particles [7] , by an interaction with fluctuating quasi-static electro-magnetic fields [8] or even by the interaction with gravitational waves [9] .
While it is impossible to manipulate and track the details of the perturbations for really macroscopic systems, the environment of isolated mesoscopic quantum systems can still be efficiently controlled. In the present paper we focus on one particular interaction between large molecules and an environment, namely collisions between the coherently propagating molecules and various background gases. First results on this subject have already been discussed in a previous letter [7] . In the present work we give more detailed background information on our quantitative investigations of collisional decoherence of the fullerene C 70 , and we study both experimentally and theoretically the influence of increased interaction times, which will be unavoidable in interferometry with proteins.
The Talbot Lau interferometer
One can conceive various experimental arrangements to demonstrate the wave-nature of material particles and many interferometers have already been built for atoms (see refs. in [1] ). Also for small molecules a number of arrangements such as grating diffraction [11, 2] , Ramsey- The grating separation L was set to 38 cm. The whole vacuum chamber is evacuated to 2 × 10 −8 mbar and can then be pressurized with different gases, typically up to 10 −6 mbar. The fullerenes are detected using a laser induced thermal ionization process [10] . The interferogram is scanned by shifting the third grating along the grating vector.
Bordé interferometry [12, 13] , or Mach-Zehnder interferometry [6, 14] have been shown to work. However, all these arrangements need well collimated beams or experimentally distinguishable internal states in order to separate the various diffraction orders. This requirement makes them less suitable for large clusters and large molecules for which brilliant sources and highly efficient detection schemes still have to be developed.
A near-field interferometer of the Talbot Lau type, in contrast, does away with the collimation requirement. Unlike the far-field interferometers, it is more compact, rugged and allows a much higher transmission [15] .
The basic idea of such a device, the lens-less periodic imaging of molecular density distributions, can already be seen from a short discussion of the Talbot effect as used in light optics [16] . Suppose that a plane wave ψ 0 = exp(ikz) illuminates a grating located in the (x, y)-plane with grating function t(x). The wave function at a distance L behind the grating is then given in paraxial approximation by the Kirchhoff-Fresnel integral
It is easily evaluated if the grating function is periodic,
and one finds by Gaussian integration,
From this expression one observes immediately that at even multiples of the distance
the transverse part of the wave function is simply given by the grating function (1) . The grating pattern is also repeated at odd multiples of the Talbot length L λ , but there it is shifted along x by half a grating period d/2. This lens-less Talbot imaging is a pure interference effect and was already successfully applied to material objects [17, 18] . However, in the version described so far it still requires a plane wave, i.e., a parallel input beam. The full intensity gain of the Talbot effect is only deployed when it is applied to uncollimated and therefore much more intense molecular beams [19, 20] . This is realized if the single diffraction grating is replaced by three gratings, which act -from front to end -as a multiplexing collimator, a diffraction grating and a detection mask (for details see, e.g., [21] ). Each point in the grating then acts as the source of an interference pattern and, even though there is no coherence between different source points, the independent interference patterns originating from each of them overlap in a position-synchronized manner to form a pattern of high fringe visibility. One may also regard the first grating as a tool to impose some coherence on the uncollimated molecular beam. The finite width of each opening in the first grating induces lateral coherence at the second grating which is of the order of 2-3 grating periods.
Our experimental setup is based on this idea, and a sketch of it is shown in Fig. 1 . C 70 molecules are sublimated at 900 K to form an effusive beam with molecular de Broglie wavelengths in the range from 2 pm to 5 pm. The beam is essentially uncollimated in the horizontal direction, but it is selected by three spatially separated height delimiters, namely the oven aperture (200 µm), a central height delimiter (alternatively 50 or 150 µm), and the detector laser beam with a waist of 10 µm. By shifting the oven vertically one can then select a welldetermined free-flight parabola and thus a certain velocity class. This way, mean velocities could be chosen from 90 m/s to 220 m/s with the full width at half maximum of their distributions ranging from 7% to 17% of the mean velocity. The gravitational method is superior to a set of rotating slotted disks because it avoids additional vibrations and allows up to 100 % throughput at the central selected velocity.
The transverse coherence of the beam is unprepared until the molecules pass the first grating. The three gold gratings have a period of 990 nm, a nominal open fraction of 0.48 ± 0.02 (as specified by the manufacturer Heidenhain, Traunreut) and a flat open field of roughly 16 mm diameter. We limit the lateral width of the molecular beam to 1 mm which is also comparable to the width of the ionization range of the detecting laser beam [10] . The distance between consecutive gratings was set to L = 0.38 m. This is almost twice as large as in our previous experiment [7] and enables us to observe two Talbot recurrences (see Fig. 2 ). All gratings can be rotated around the molecular beam to align them with an accuracy of about 1 mrad both with respect to each other and to the direction of earth's acceleration. The third grating G 3 masks the molecular density pattern behind the second grating. G 3 is mounted on a piezo translation stage (Piezosystem Jena) and is scanned perpendicular to the molecular beam in steps of 100 nm. Those molecules which are in phase with the openings of G 3 pass the grating and are heated by the crossing Ar + laser beam (488 nm, 15 Watt). The positive ions which are generated by the laser induced thermionic emission are counted as a function of the lateral position x s of G 3 . As shown below, theory predicts an almost sine-wave shaped interferogram S(x s ) for the transmitted molecules. This is indeed observed in our experiment, and the fringe contrast V λ = (S max − S min )/(S max + S min ) serves to characterize the interference pattern.
The quantum origin of the observed signal is confirmed by the characteristic dependence of its contrast V λ on the molecular wavelength. If there is a coherent evolution in the interferometer the expected fringe signal is easily calculated, using wave optics in paraxial approximation. Starting with an incoherent beam one finds, after a coherent passage from the first to the third grating [20] ,
The coefficients B m are defined in terms of the Fourier components a ℓ of the transmission function (1) of each of the three equal gratings,
and
The B (λ) m describe the diffraction at the second grating, while the B (0) m belong to the first and third grating serving to mask the molecular density. The Fourier coefficients a ℓ also include the effect of the attractive interaction between molecule and grating in eikonal approximation [20, 21] . The masking by G 1 and G 3 is essentially wavelength independent. But due to the finite flight time of the molecules through the grating slits the The arrows indicate the wavelengths where the Talbot criterion L = mL λ , = mg 2 /λ , m ∈ N, is met with m = 1 for λ = 2.58 pm and m = 2 for λ = 5.14 pm. With respect to ideal gratings the true maxima are slightly shifted to smaller wavelengths and the two maxima have different heights. This is due to the interaction between the molecule and the wall.
van der Waals force introduces a certain wavelength dependence also in the B (0) m . Before taking the experimental signal as evidence for quantum interference one must note that a certain fringe contrast could also be explained by classical mechanics due to a shadow effect. The classical expectation can be calculated by propagating the classical phase space density of an uncollimated particle stream through the interferometer subjected to the same forces and approximations as in the quantum case. For ideal gratings the resulting expression is given by Eq. (2) after simply replacing the B 2m [22] . In the presence of van der Waals interactions the deflection tends to be underestimated in the classical analog of the eikonal approximation, so that our classical calculation gives an upper limit for the classical visibility. Hence, whenever the experimental contrast is significantly greater than the classical value one has evidence that quantum interference took place.
An even stronger proof is the characteristic wavelength dependence of the fringe visibility. Varying the mean molecular velocity corresponds to changing the mean molecular de Broglie wavelength. This dependence is used to scan the Talbot length L λ and to demonstrate the periodic wave nature of the molecular Talbot Lau effect in Fig. 2 .
The experimental data are shown as full circles and are generally well represented by the quantum theoretical calculation (solid line). Both clearly show the expected recurrence of the visibility with λ. The classical expectation (dash-dotted line) completely fails to reproduce the observed effects. Note that the visibility peaks are neither equally high nor symmetric around their maxima. Also, the peaks do not occur exactly at the Talbot length (indicated by arrows in Fig. 2 ). Instead the maxima are shifted to shorter wavelengths and the peaks have a broad shoulder towards the longer wavelengths. These deviations from the simple optical Talbot Lau effect appearing in the experiment are reproduced in the quantum calculation once we take into account the retarded van der Waals interaction [23] between the polarizable molecules and the gold bars of the gratings. This interaction reduces the effective slit width. At fixed grating distance this corresponds to a shift of the maxima towards smaller wavelengths. A possible explanation for the apparent shrinking of the openings might be a deposited layer of fullerenes which are also visible to the unaided eye, at least on the first grating. But also tiny mechanical grating deformations might be a reason.
We observe a notable difference between theory and observation in the peak height at a wavelength around 5 pm, corresponding to molecules with a mean velocity of around 100 m/s. We have evidence for the hypothesis that the experimental reduction of the interference contrast is mainly due to remaining vibrations of the setup with oscillation amplitudes of a few ten nanometers. Further investigations of this effect are currently under way.
3 Collisional decoherence: A quantum system interacting with the environment We now introduce a controlled source of decoherence by filling the vacuum chamber with various gases at low pressure (p = 0.05 . . . 2.5 × 10 −6 mbar) at room temperature. Each collision between a fullerene molecule and a gas particle entangles their motional states. Hence, the effect of a single collision on the molecular center-ofmass state is obtained by tracing over the state of the scattered molecule. One can safely assume that the mass of the fullerene molecule is much greater than the mass m g of the gas particle. We then find that the density operator, ρ 0 (r, r ′ ), describing the quantum state of the fullerene molecules, changes simply by a multiplicative factor, ρ(r, r
This factor η may be called the decoherence function since it describes the effective loss of coherence in the fullerene state. For elastic scattering with an isotropic potential and the gas initially in a thermal state it reads [24] η(δr)
This expression involves an integration over the thermal distribution g(v g ) of the gas velocities and an integral over the scattering angle Ω = (θ, φ). In the argument of the sinc function one finds the distance of the considered points times the momentum change in units of . Hence, the sinc function suppresses the integrand whenever the change in the state of the gas particle during a collision is able to resolve the distance δr. This leads to a reduction of the corresponding off-diagonal elements in (5) when the gas particle transmits (partial) position information about the molecule to the environment. For small distances the sinc approaches unity so that the angular integral yields the total scattering cross section σ(v g ). Hence, for δr → 0 the decoherence function approaches unity as required from the conservation of the trace in (5) . By formulating the molecular evolution through the interferometer in the Wigner representation one finds that the effect of collisional decoherence can be treated analytically [22] . It is completely described by a modification of the coefficients (3). To obtain the interference signal in the presence of a gas the B (λ) 2m in (2) must be replaced by
Here nσ eff is the number density of gas particles times the effective total cross section defined below in Eq. (8), describing the number of collisions per unit length. The integral in the exponent covers the various positions in the interferometer where a collision may occur. As discussed above we have η(0) = 1, and the function decreases to zero for increasing arguments. It follows that the m = 0 component, related to the mean flux through the interferometer, is not affected by decoherence. The other components of the interference signal are most sensitive to collisions occurring close to the second grating, at z = L, where the path separation is greatest. Indeed, if the Talbot criterion is met, L = ℓL λ , ℓ ∈ N, the distances entering the decoherence function are integer multiples of the grating period d. For the other z positions the sensitivity decreases according to the path separation and, as one expects, a collision event will not contribute to decoherence directly at the first or at the third grating, at z = 0, 2L. One can show that the general formula (7) is equivalent 1 to the solution in paraxial approximation of the master equation for the decoherence of a massive particle by interacting with a gas [25, 24] . The present form (7) has the advantage that it separates the rate of the decoherence events, the factor nσ eff , from their effect described by the integrand in (7). This is particularly useful if the two processes should be treated with different degrees of accuracy, as is the case in the present experiment.
At the prevailing (room) temperature of our experiment each collision with a gas particle is so strong that it serves to localize the fullerene to the scale of a few nanometers, which is small compared to the typical path separation of 1 µm. Therefore one can safely approximate the integral in (7) by 2L if m = 0. On the other hand, the effective scattering cross section must be evaluated with care, since it must account for the longitudinal velocity v m e z of the fullerene and for the thermal distribution µ(v g ) of the gas particle velocities. The general expression reads
In our experiment the interaction potential is well described by the isotropic London dispersion force (van der Waals force between polarizable molecules). The corresponding potential U (r) = −C 6 /r 6 has a single parameter C 6 that can be found in [7] for a number of gases. The cross section σ(v) for a fixed relative velocity follows from a semiclassical calculation [26] and the remaining integration in (8) can be performed asymptotically. One finds
withṽ g = (2k B T /m g ) 1 2 the most probable velocity in the gas and
This effective cross section exceeds the geometric one by two orders of magnitude at the velocities of our experiment (v m = 80 . . . 240 m/sec).
1 As shown in [24] the original master equation by Gallis and Fleming [25] predicts a localization rate that is too large by a factor of 2π. It would yield an additional 2π in the exponent of Eq. (7). The experimental results discussed in Section 4 are sensitive to this factor (and rule it out).
A further simplification comes from the fact that for our experimental setup the visibility of the interference signal (2) is essentially determined by the m = 0 and m = ±1 Fourier components only. The expected reduction of the contrast is therefore easily evaluated in terms of the coefficients (7) and (4) . Using p = nk B T one finds
Hence, we expect an exponential decrease of the visibility as a function of the gas pressure p. This is the expected experimental signature of collisional decoherence. It should not be confused with Beer's law for absorption which predicts an exponential decrease of the mean signal at constant visibility.
Experimental decoherence: the pressurized interferometer
A first experimental indication of collisional localization is presented in Fig. 3 . It shows the change in the interference pattern of C 70 if a small amount of argon gas is added to the vacuum chamber. We observe a significant reduction in visibility from 42% to 34% if the pressure in the chamber is increased from 3 × 10 −8 mbar to 5 × 10 −7 mbar. The horizontal shift between the two curves is not significant since it can be explained by thermal drifts of the setup between the two recordings. In contrast to that, the values of the visibilities are significant. We tested that they were reproducible within ± 2 percent on different days over several weeks. (11) gives the slope of the solid line. The data follow very nicely the expected exponential decay proving the occurrence of collisional decoherence. This experiment was done with L=22 cm
We then record the visibility for a series of interferograms at different gas pressures. A typical result is given in Fig. 4 , which shows the pressure dependence of the interference visibility in the presence of thermal argon gas. As expected from Eq. (11) we observe an exponential decay. Given the high initial contrast this is clear evidence for the occurrence of collisional decoherence.
The good quantitative agreement with decoherence theory is obtained after taking into account a modification that is related to the particular method of velocity selection used in the experiment. As discussed in Sect. 2 we employ a gravitational velocity selection scheme by restricting the molecular beam to a free-flight parabola. If the apparatus is filled with a gas this velocity selection gets disturbed by collisions outside of the interferometer. After a collision each molecule gets slightly deflected so that now fullerenes with a 'wrong' velocity may fit through the setup. At the same time the molecule detector has only a finite size so that some of the molecules will pass it undetected after a collision. One has to take into account the small modification of the expected decay of visibility due to these effects. We do this by solving the classical phase space dynamics, i.e., the Boltzmann equation, effectively by a Monte Carlo method. The scattering angles are determined from the (diffraction limited) differential cross sections. Semiclassical expressions for the latter can be found in [27] . Our predictions for the visibility are obtained by weighting (11) with the classical velocity distribution in the detector -which corresponds to an averaging over a distribution of de Broglie wavelengths. Also the reduction of the mean count rate found in Fig. 2 is well reproduced by our calculation.
The loss of coherence with increasing pressure is conveniently described by the 'decoherence pressure' p 0 defined in (11) . Table 1 compares the measured values of p 0 to the theoretical predictions for a number of gases. One observes satisfactory agreement over the whole mass range which covers two orders of magnitude. The experimental error is mainly due to the uncertainty in the pressure measurement, which is about 15%.
The most remarkable feature of the results reported in Tab. 1 is the very weak dependence of the decoherence pressure on the type of gas used. This can be explained by assuming that the polarizability of the gas particle is proportional to its mass m g . Then also C 6 is proportional to m g , and one observes from (9) that the mass dependencies of the interaction constant and of the most probable gas velocityṽ g almost cancel out leaving σ eff ∼ m 1/10 g . The observed variations in Tab. 1 are due to deviations from the assumed proportionality and reflect the specific electronic structures of the gas particle.
It should be noted that the best contrast for all experiments contributing to Tab. 1 was systematically smaller than that of Fig. 2 . Although the whole experiment was mounted on top of an optical table with active pneumatic vibration isolation we were able to identify tiny vibrations of the interferometer, induced by the water flow in the laser cooling system, as being the cause of a reduced contrast. The visibility was increased by about 10% when the laser was set on rubber feet. This simple remedy was applied for the experiments in the extended interferometer (L=38 cm) of Figs. 1,2,3,5 but not yet for the experiments of Fig. 4 and Table 1 (L=22 cm) .
However, it is important to note that the influence of external vibrations and the effect of collisional decoherence are independent of each other, and their total effect can therefore be obtained by multiplying their respective contributions to the reduction in visibility. This assumption was experimentally verified for several gases: a varying initial (low-pressure) contrast always led to the same slope in the visibility-vs-pressure curve, i.e., to the same decoherence pressure. The validity of Table 1 is therefore not compromised by potential mechanical perturbations.
However, the total time of flight plays an important role for the absolute value of the fringe contrast. Clearly, for slow molecules the interaction time with the gratings is longer, and vibrations will be more detrimental. Also, the effective cross section (9) increases for decreasing molecular velocities. In Fig. 5 we observe the increasing influence of collisions in an interferometer filled with argon, for various fullerene velocities, i.e. various interaction times. In contrast to the experiment of Fig. 2 , the central height delimiter was set to 150 µm (instead of 50 µm). This increased the flux but it also reduced the overall contrast by a few percent, both due to the increased sensitivity to imperfections in the grating alignment and due to an increased width of the velocity distribution. Fig. 5 shows the experimental visibility curves for p low = 3 × 10 −8 mbar (full circles) and p high = 5 × 10 −7 mbar (hollow circles) and compares them to the quantum calculation (solid and dashed line, respectively) with the same model parameters as already used for Fig. 2 . The remarks of the discussion of Fig. 2 apply also here. This holds for the reduction of the visibility at long wavelengths due to vibrations, the shift of the maxima with respect to the Talbot length and the asymmetric line shapes -caused by the molecule-wall interaction. The new feature in this graph is the contrast reduction due to the scattering events in the Argon atmosphere and their dependence on the interaction time. For wavelengths in the 2.5 pm regime (v ∼ 200 m/s) the pressure increase leads to V λ (p high )/V λ (p low ) = 0.8 whereas for wavelengths in the 5 pm regime (v ∼ 100 m/s) the increased pressure results in V λ (p high )/V λ (p low ) = 0.5 . These ratios are identical for theory and experiment, both for the slow and for the fast molecules. However, the absolute values still differ at long wavelengths. Again this shows that the different decoherence mechanisms (collisions and vibrations) are independent of each other and their effects can be considered as separate multiplicative factors to the visibility.
Conclusion
Our experiments have demonstrated the periodic nature of the Talbot Lau effect in a molecule interferometer by observing a visibility recurrence in the elongated setup (L=38 cm). The increased grating separation permitted a detailed quantitative study of decoherence due to collisions with the background gas. Our experiments show that decoherence by scattering of small particles, which is ubiquitous in our macroscopic world, can be understood and well controlled under high vacuum conditions. Based on the good agreement which we found in comparing our experiments with our numerical simulations we will now estimate the residual gas pressures required to observe the quantum nature of much larger objects.
To be specific, we consider a set of proteins of increasing size up to the mass of a rhinovirus, interacting with molecular nitrogen (300 K, polarizability α/Å 3 = 4πǫ 0 × 1.75). Since the static polarizability of large hydrocarbons is closely proportional to their mass M , i.e., α/Å 3 = 4πǫ 0 × 0.123 M/amu, we can use the SlaterKirkwood approximation [28] . The main feature in this plot is the strong dependence of the interference visibility on the molecular wavelength, i.e. the molecular velocity. As expected, the slow molecules are much stronger affected by collisions than the fast ones. The experimental and theoretical curve for a background pressure of p = 3 × 10 −8 mbar are given by the full circles and a solid line. The hollow circles and the dashed line represent the data for argon at p = 5 × 10 −7 mbar. The overall good agreement between theory and experiment deteriorates markedly in the regime of long wavelengths, i.e. small velocities, where residual vibrations of the interferometer are expected to be relevant.
For the observation of interference with supermassive molecules one needs low velocities in order to get de Broglie wavelengths larger than 100 fm. For particles in the mass range of 10 5 amu this requires velocities of the order of v m = 10 m/s. Although this is a rather demanding requirement it seems not impossible to develop appropriate sources in the future. Moreover, a realistic earth-bound interferometer would be limited to a Talbot length of L ∼ 1 m.
Based on these assumptions we extrapolate in Table 2 the decoherence pressures for insulin, green fluorescent protein, hemoglobin, ferritin and a human rhinovirus. It turns out that the vacuum conditions for quantum interference of these objects can be provided using commercially available technology. 
